
 
 
A multi faceted development of individual happens not only from text books and 

formal education but more from the learner’s personal experiences, individual inquisitive 
nature & social surrounding.  
  It is the collection of above ideas transformed into suggestive activities that are 
creative, interesting, meaningful and interactive which is a part of this year’s Term- I Inter 
– disciplinary holiday assignments. 
1. Parents are requested only to guide students to explore, think and gather ideas. 
2. Activities pertaining to the theme as mentioned below will be conducted in class, 

evaluated and grades will be given accordingly. 
3. Student should only gather the required information/data/details and be ready to do 

the activity in class. No project should be done at home during vacation. 
4. Dates for activities to be conducted in class will be intimated by the respective subject 

teacher after the re-opening of school  
5. Each subject activity will carry 10 marks as part of Periodic Test – II. 
6. Kindly ensure that your ward spends quality time in reading his/her favorite story 

book or magazine. 
7. Term – I vacation 28.09.2019 to 13.10.2019. School re-opens on 14.10.2019 

(Monday – Full day).  
 

Term - I Inter - Disciplinary Holiday Assignment 2019-20 
 
Class: II      Theme : Who we are? 
 
 

Activity Reflection in Class 
 Eng : Learning about Self Poster with adjectives describing themselves by 

pasting their photo. 

 II L. Telugu :  -  షం : 

 లం ణ  అ ర ష , లం ణ , పం గ , 

జ  , లం ణ న ల ,  వ  క ం ట 

 

లం ణ  ప ద    శ  జ ల ప  యడం 

 II L. Hindi : हम सब कौन है |से सब धत च  

तथा जानकार  एक त करे | जैसे - डा कया, डा टर 

आ द, उनका कत य तथा काय ल खये | 

 भ ती चाट तैयार करवाना | 

 
 

 Math : Collect and write the information 
about the dates and year of various 
National festivals of our country. Bring the 
related pictures. 

To form any five three digit numbers and write 
their expanded forms and represent the same on 
the place value chart. 

 EVS : Collect information about unique 
characteristics of the planet - Earth 

A worksheet will be given on the relevant topic. 
 

Happy vacation!! 
 

PRINCIPAL 


